
Grow confidently with fiber solutions 
from an experienced partner

Your network’s path  
to its fiber future
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A NEW INFORMATION REVOLUTION: 

In the past decade, we’ve experienced  
dramatic changes in all facets of our lives.

Fiber is transforming communication networks for three very smart 

reasons: it offers the ultimate in speed, simplicity and savings that wireless, 

enterprise and broadband networks demand. These three factors have 

guided CommScope to develop breakthrough fiber innovations that are 

trusted all over the world to deliver:

 · Speed. CommScope’s fiber solutions offer incredible speed and 

bandwidth—and our global manufacturing scale also means faster 

procurement, faster installations and faster ROI.

 · Simplicity. Flattening multiple services and protocols into a single, 

future-ready infrastructure simplifies deployments—and CommScope’s 

complete line of solutions simplifies design.

 · Savings. CommScope helps you reduce CapEx by offering scalable fiber 

solutions that grow and evolve as your network does—and efficient, 

repeatable installation and maintenance tame OpEx costs too.

The time to embrace fiber is now. The future won’t wait.

Build your fiber future on more than  
40 years of innovation and expertise.

SMART  
PHONES AND 
TABLETS

that have unleashed us from our computers

CLOUD  
COMPUTING

has rapid growth, aided by flexible,  
mobile user devices

NEW NETWORK 
ELEMENTS

beyond phones, to the telecommunications 
network (e.g. wearables and sensors)

SOCIAL MEDIA 
PLATFORMS

are on the rise, connecting colleagues,  
friends and family worldwide
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Not all fiber solutions partners are the same.

CommScope is trusted more because we  
deliver more—more quality, more scale and  
more innovation.

 · A strong company serving enterprise, cable TV, 

telecommunication, and wireless for the access, core  

and edge of the network across the globe

 · A market leader in fiber optics and wireless—two core 

technologies for the future of networks

 · Values innovation, investing more than US$200 million  

in R&D annually and holds nearly 10,000 patents

 · More than 20,000 employees strong with global partners 

and operations

THE WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED NETWORKS 

RELY ON COMMSCOPE CONNECTIVITY.

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR
WIRELESS NETWORKS

DATA CENTERS AND 
CENTRAL OFFICES

COMMERCIAL 
BUILDINGS

WIRELINE NETWORKS

in infrastructure solutions for 
communications networks

GLOBAL LEADER

>30  manufacturing and distribution facilities

>20,000  employees

~5B  2016 sales>10,000  Patents
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Fiber can go anywhere.

 · Flexibility

 · Multi-use

 · Capacity

 · Simplicity

 · Efficiency

 · Speed

A good strategy depends on both innovation  
and imagination.

For instance, CommScope solutions have helped make fiber to 

the home a practical and profitable reality by making it as easy to 

install as its coaxial ancestor. When you have a fiber-to-the-home 

solution that combines the simplicity and flexibility of copper 

with the speed and bandwidth of fiber, there’s no limit to how 

far your network can go.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE ACCESS NETWORK

PRIORITIES

NEEDS



No matter if your fiber ecosystem will power a wireless, enterprise 

or broadband network, there are a few important questions you 

must confront. 

What is the optimal network evolution strategy? Embracing 

the fiber ecosystem involves new factors regarding capacity, 

expandability, agility and redundancy. What works for one 

network may not work for yours. How can you be sure you’re 

getting the performance and future-readiness you need?

How to speed up deployments and time-to market? Fiber 

infrastructure is a long-term investment, but you can’t wait long to 

have it online and generating revenue. Since fiber has traditionally 

been more difficult to install, how can you overcome the time costs?

What’s the best way to increase bandwidth and capacity? 

Not all fiber solutions are built alike, and not all deliver the  

same performance. How can you ensure consistency, quality  

and compatibility across all the components in your complex  

fiber infrastructure?

How can it all happen on budget—and on time? Fiber 

solutions can require expensive fiber specialists that are hard to 

find—and large-scale rollouts often demand long lead times from 

manufacturers. Is there any way to reduce the cost and delay?

These are complex challenges. Fortunately, the solution is simple. 

The solution is CommScope.

The challenges are complex. CommScope makes  
the solution simple. 
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Your network deserves the 
best benefits of fiber— 
and the best fiber partner
CommScope is a global leader in fiber solutions for a lot 

of reasons. We offer superior value to our partners all 

over the world by focusing on the capabilities that make it 

possible for us to deliver faster, better, more future-ready 

fiber solutions.

RAPID PROTOTYPING

NETWORK DESIGN

END-TO-END SOLUTIONS

GLOBAL MANUFACTURING

Innovative and custom product 
designs, produced with  
composite materials and  
advanced 3D printers, that can 
be quickly validated in your lab 
for proof of concept.

Our team of experienced solution 
architects and field engineers can 
help you make the best choices for 
an optimal network design  
and migration plan.

We offer a comprehensive fiber 
portfolio, spanning the customer 
premises, MDU, fiber access  
network, through to central office 
and headend equipment.

With 30 manufacturing facilities 
around the world, backed by an 
integrated supply chain, we have 
the scale to deliver.

OUR CAPABILITIES

Contact your CommScope  
representative today to learn  
more about fiber solutions

http://www.commscope.com/Contact-Us/
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OUTDOOR CELL SITE

CATV HEADEND

RESIDENTIAL/MDU

SMALL CELL

DATA CENTER

OUTSIDE PLANT

MICROWAVE BACKHAUL

FIBER TO THE HOME

INTELLIGENT BUILDING

INDOOR WIRELESS COVERAGE

The fiber-connected future can take you anywhere.
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CommScope (NASDAQ: COMM) helps design,  

build and manage wired and wireless networks  

around the world. As a communications infrastructure 

leader, we shape the always-on networks of tomorrow.  

For more than 40 years, our global team of  

greater than 20,000 employees, innovators and 

technologists has empowered customers in all  

regions of the world to anticipate what’s next  

and push the boundaries of what’s possible.  

Discover more at commscope.com

http://www.commscope.com

